AZURE MIGRATION WITH
MONOCEPT

CLIENT BACKGROUND
The Client is a strategic provider of technology services and solutions designed to maximize organizational
efficiency and business offering tailored solutions for Oracle technologies, specializing in Financials,
Procurement and Analytics, as well as application development and QA services.

MIGRATION TO AZURE ?
The client has built several applications which are hosted on a private cloud, but the huge costs of
maintenance & scalability issues triggered the need to switch over to Azure cloud. Monocept helped them in
their cloud migration journey by conducting 2 day workshop to assess the dependency of servers , various
VMs , connectivty issues , and suggesting the best way forwrad - Rehost , Refactor or Rearchitect

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Monocept’s client, a leading strategic provider of technology services and solutions required to migrate it's
existing application from a private cloud to Azure cloud realizing maximum cost benefits

APPROACH
The client reached out to Monocept because of our expertise in migrating applications to Azure cloud :
In the assessment phase, Monocept first defines the scope of the engagement and then identifies the
then specific application for modernization. Then, Monocept reviews the application architecture,
resource usage, and integration with other systems. Finally, We perform a GAP analysis and give
recommendation.
The 2nd phase - we run assessment tests to check Pre & Post migration scenarios for any breaking

&

behavioral changes.
The 3rd phase - we migrate one application and do fail- safe tests to ensure smooth migration journey
The 4th phase - Optimization by Dynamic Uptime, Scaling and Scheduling , Leveraging Purchase
Commitments & Right-Sizing and Feature Evolution.

BENEFITS
Using Monocept Azure migration journey , the client was able to migrate successfully to
cloud and realized maximum ROI in timely manner. We also provide a 60- day SLA post
migration to ensure all the business teams are well - versed with cloud.
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